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ISOTEC and Lang Tool team to provide enhanced delivery and remediation services 

Lawrenceville, New Jersey, March 18, 2014 - ISOTEC Remediation Technologies, LLC 
(ISOTECRT) and Lang Tool Co. have signed a teaming agreement that combines the 
individual strengths of both companies to increase productivity and improve the quality of 
service that they provide to their clients in North America.  The foundation of the agreement 
is based on a professional relationship that developed while working on multiple projects 
over the last few years.  ISOTEC provides project management, reagent selection, and 
reagent mix design.  Lang Tool provides high quality soil mixing and reagent delivery 
equipment along with experienced professional site personnel. With this teaming 
agreement, ISOTECRT is expanding its portfolio of reagent delivery options and remediation 
services and Lang Tool will increase its marketing program and expand its customer base.  

 “Partnering with Lang Tool is a key achievement for ISOTECRT as it adds chemical reagent 
and stabilization mixing technologies to our expanding services portfolio.  Adding Lang as a 
trusted remediation partner strengthens our commitment to provide the highest quality 
products and services to our North American network.” said Will Caldicott, co-founder of 
ISOTECRT.  

"Teaming with ISOTECRT is an important strategic step for Lang Tool.  Developing high 
quality equipment and effective procedures that ensure our projects are successful has 
always been our company goal.  ISOTEC’s professional approach to remedial design and 
their safety culture complement and enhance our services", adds Bill Lang, President of 
Lang Tool Co. 

ISOTECRT was formed by In-Situ Oxidative Technologies, Inc. (ISOTEC), a North American 
leader in chemical oxidation remediation services to enhance their full line of remedial 
products and services, which includes in-situ and ex-situ chemical oxidation/reduction, and 
Gas Thermal Remediation technology.  Its services have been used on more than 1,000 
field projects in three continents by many of the world's leading corporations and 
government agencies, as well as numerous city and state entities in the U.S. 
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As a manufacturer Lang Tool Co. earned a reputation for producing the most productive 
and durable soil mixing equipment on the market.  LTC equipment has been used on major 
remediation projects in the United States and South America.  From Buenos Aires to the 
Aleutian Islands of Alaska, Lang Tool Co. remediation equipment has delivered consistent 
high production and rugged durability for its customers.   Lang Tool Co. has expanded its 
services to include soil mixing contracting and subcontracting and has earned a reputation 
for delivering high quality work on time and under budget. 
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